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year 
unwarranted, . 
The report released yesterday said 

the F'BI never developed evidence that — 
King had any affiliation with the . 
Communist party, and that it was the 

nal feuding between him and the 
te FBi director, J. Edgar Hoover — - 

not legitimate national security con- 
‘cerns — that resulted in the bureau’s .- 
“determination to discredit Dr. King.” 

The Justice Department investiga- 
_ tion was ordered by- then-Attorney . 

~ General Edward H.' Levi last’ April 
_ after the Senate Intelligence Commiitee 
had disclosed that the FBI had engaged 
in a six-year surveillance of the civil . 
rights leader that had included the use 

+ of wiretaps, electronic bugs and paid 
' informants, and that it had attempted 
‘to discredit him by circulating stories 

~ about his personal life. oe 
_ _ After sorting through more than 

- 206,060 documents and interviewing ap- 
_ proximately 40 witnesses, a team of 

Surveillance was clearly 
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Department attorney Michael E. Sha- 
heen Jr. concluded that although the © 
FBI's surveillance of King had become - 
“twisted,” the hureau’s subsequent 
investigation of his murder in 1968 had 
been a “credible and thorough job,”- 

The report is not likely to end all 
| speculation that Ray was only one fig- - 
"ure in a broader conspiracy to kill 

King. For one thing, the Justice Depart- 
ment investigators concede it stilt is 
not known where Ray obtained the 
money for the expensive equipment he 
bought and for the. extensive traveling - 
he did both before the assassination and 

. in the months between the murder and 
his arrest. oo ne 

‘And Atty. Gen. Griffin B. Belt himn- 
self said on a television news show last 
Sunday that the report left some ques- 
tions unanswered. . 

“T think if you read the report, you 
could lean to either side of it,” he said. 
“You could say that there’s no evidence 
of a conspiracy, but you could still won- 
der... . if there happened fo be a 

- copspiracy.” ee - 
~~ Even so, the release of the report at 

this time could further cloud the future 
- of the Special House’ Committee estab- 

lished to investigate the deaths of - 
President Kennedy and King, since 

- opponents of that investigation are like- 
ly to.argue that a further study of the 

- King assassination is likely to be duph- 
'. ¢ative and unneccessary. 

The investigation by Shaheen’s group 
cost an estimated $290 008 and involved 

.@ review not only of the so-called 

. ing of or payment by others. , 
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“Were several weak spots in the FRI 
investigation, but none serious enough 
to challenge its conclusions that Ray 
was the killer. 

It said that the FBI should have — 
worked harder to obtain information 
about Ray from members of his own 
family, who may have had contact with 
him after King was murdered and it . 
agrees with some critics of the investi- 
gation that the question of where Ray 
obtained his money is still not fully 
answered. St ne 
_AS for a motive the report relies 

heavily-on testimony from former 
prison inmates that Ray was strongly. 

_ biased against blacks and had suggested 
repeatedly that he would be willing to 

- kill King, particularly if someone would 
pay him to do it. ue 

The report’s conclusion, howéver is. , 
_that the best available evidence is that ; 
he did it on his own, withont the back- | 
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